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Packaging with Tomorrow’s Technology

The MAKS SLW54 is an outstanding sleeve
wrapper for carton collating and wrapping with a
unique design and product handling capabilities.

Carton boxes from 10mm width to 150mm can be
handled in the machine with out any product
damage. Thanks to the special deflector design.

The simplicity of design enables unskilled operators
to work on the machine effortlessly and its
flexibility allows quick changing over and
adjustments to be made with minimum down time.

With our compact design, clear overview and easy
access, all SLW machines meet the high
requirements of GMP standards.
After all,
“Quality is our Motto”

Packaging with Tomorrow’s Technology

Serving at the end of the

.This system provides:

Non-standard equipment features:

production line, MAKS products

 Infeed system adaptable for all

 Knife edge conveyor

play a significant part in the
whole process chain.

type of product handling
 Operator panel with push button
control

 Top hold down conveyor
 Infeed conveyor with transverse
rollers

User-friendly operation, easy

 Hot knife sealing system

 Driven outfeed conveyor

access and trouble free operation

 Easy operator accessibility and

 Timing screw

of the packaging unit are the
determining factors in a
successful operation of the entire
production process. The MAKS

change over
 Sealing Jaw height adjustable
module
 Up-to-date programmable logic

SLW is a machine you can rely on

controller and easily accessible

in the most demanding production

operating elements

 Dual film holder
 Fallen down product detecting sensor
 Wash down option (with drip tray)
 Castor wheel

Call our representative today.
Your personal advisor at our sales

conditions

offices will be pleased to inform you
about our product range and
comprehensive services.

Fully automatic sleeve wrapper
MAKS SLW 54

Technical Machine Data
Machine

MAKS SLW 54

Film
Max. Width

500 mm

Min. Dia.

300 mm

Max. Thickness

100 m

Sealing Width

500 mm

Package Size*

1.
2.

Max. Width

200 mm

Max. Depth /Min Depth

200 mm/ 40mm

Max. Height

100 mm

Speed**

10-20 packs / min

Power Consumption

1.5 kW

Air Requirements

200 l / min

* = Max. dimension in either one direction only. Combination of all 3 dimensions is not possible.
** = Speed is product-dependent. For higher speed, please call your local Sales Engineer for details.

Machine Dimensions
MAKS SLW 54
(approximately in mm)
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